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Facts

Tracklisting:

Dimlight were formed in 2005 from B-Side’s founding members. With
appetite and energy, Dimlight search musical paths without dogmatically
insisting that they serve a specific genre. Dimlight aren’t trying to reinvent
the wheel; they express theirselves with music, something that often gets
lost somewhere between image making and carefully practiced
marketing campaigns. That is why before becoming Dimlight they had to
prioritize their “wants” and “needs”. They want to experiment musically as most musicians actually do. They want to explore, to journey through
the thin boundaries of metal genres. They need to play music - they are
friends after all and playing music with friends is one of the best things
life has to offer. They want people to listen to their music - their art because they want you with them on that journey. Their goal is to
combine the extreme opposites in music and lyrics. Classical with metal,
clean female vocals with deep male brutal vocals, light with darkness.
Dimlight and Emotion Art Music are overconfident that Obtenebration is
the art of making darkness. The album is in stores in Greece and Cyprus
since April 2009.

1. Preludium
2. Dimlight
3. (pt 1) Confession
4. (pt 2) The demon
5. Absence of light
6. Dark Emotion
7. R.I.D
8. Lost in a dream
9. Death premonition
10. Requiem
11. Postludium

3:55
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4:12
1:53
5:24
4:57
4:32
3:21
5:19
3:30
3:59

Total playtime: 47:12

Discography:
Obtenebration [album 2009]

Line-up:

Sanna – Vocals
Ivoker – Guitar, Brutal Vocals
Makis – Bass
Darrien – Keys

www.myspace.com/dimlightband
Promotion
Promotion over the label:
Promos are sent to all magazines and radio stations; interviews and reviews in all important magazines and online-zines.

Marketing / Advertisement
Advertisement: In several magazines as cooperation AD over twilight or direct from the label.

Emotion Art Music Ltd
K. Varnali 15, N.Ionia, GR14231
Attika / Greece
T. +30 210 2723581-2
E. info@emotion-art.eu

distribution over:
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info@twilight-vertrieb.de
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